Hate between species most of the time exists when one type of species interferes in or attacks other species, mainly due to territorial or necessity issues related to survival. For this to happen, species have to share a particular territory in which this could happen. At least in most animals, this is the case.

If two species do not meet, then it doesn't happen. When it does happen, it doesn't happen for strange egoistical reasons, but for most of the time, necessities.

It is common sense that if one puts a wild tiger and a rhino inside the same small cage, because one is insane or wants to enjoy the show, and creates conditions of hungers, threats, and constantly flashes lights into the face of the animals, the animals are guaranteed to rip each other to shreds.

If the cage is big, then the animals will try to claim each their own territory, and expand from there. If the cage is really small and they are forced into it, they will be forced to fight until one rules over the other. If the cage is a town huge, chances are these animals will distance themselves from one another, and if they are fed in their territory, they will not just begin a random war of attacking others, unless there is a resource problem.

If one throws a limited amount of flabs of meat in the middle of the cage, it is certain that the animals will compete as much as possible to get the flabs of meat, and if push comes to shove, one may try to kill the other in order to merely maintain their existence. If the cage owner is a psychopathic fool, and the cage exists for profit or for people betting on each animal [as is in this case modern communism or modern financial systems], then the above is bound to happen.

In the case of the animals above they will be totally victims of the situation they were put in, and they will not be able to assess the real cause of the situation. They will not think why they are in the cage, or how they ended up there, let alone how they can get out. Indeed, hatred will arise in the hearts of both animals, and both will fight to the death for their interests. This psychopathic situation however wouldn't be constant or happen all the time, if animals were out in the wild, or naturally speaking would be left alone. It would happen here and there, sure, but given these animals have a different habitat, this aggression between the two would never have ensued.
To make this a little larger, just imagine one has a zoo, and he puts all the animals and different species in the zoo, and somehow stops supplying them with food, in a tight territory. War is bound to break out between the species there. What the reason would be for someone to cause this, maybe because they are a jew and they have a betting company that bets on which species will survive, or mere sadism, or just profit. Many reasons may exist.

The situation with American Racism is that the United States, was swindled by jews that infiltrated the Nation to not allow the people of the time to address the major bastions of authority of jews within their Nation. One of these reasons is the physical presence of the jews who are running things, the other bastion is their financial systems, and the last bastion is their religious system.

The jewish religious authority within a Nation opens up the door to infiltration, and this always ended up in history as the jews ruling a Nation from the inside as alien racial elements.

Then the Nation is turned into a zoo for jewish racial gains, and not a normal habitat for people to live and exist within. "Globalism" is the attempt to turn the whole earth into a said zoo, rather than having to do this on an individual Nation base.

Mere carry-overs of the religious system from Europe, which the Founding Fathers tried to blot out as much as humanly possible in their era, were carried in. With this, people also carried the beliefs of the holiness of jews, how jews are to reign supreme in civilizations, and the belief in a jewish desert cult. The Founding Fathers tried to legislate the jews out of the United States but this failed, since the jews had already hijacked people from the mental level.

Eventually as the jews went in, they teased the people of the time in the idea of owning slaves, for their own convenience. The majority of slave owners were jews, the striking majority. As with everything jewish, the jew shows the carrot and not the big cliff where one is going to fall by chasing that carrot. Jews carried over slaves into the United States, for the common financial milking of all the goyim, and for jewish profit. They sold this to the people back then in the form of 'convenience'.

Those who had reservations about this, they tried to bypass this by still getting them to allow foreigners to join in, but instill into them a false pride in how far better they are than anyone else. They told the tiger "but you are greater than the rhino, worry not at all when we both move you into the same cage. You will certainly always have control of this cage, full of delicacies and fun!".
This mentality was cloaked into British Israelism also, another cancerous Xian focused movement, which took the values of jewish racist hate, and jewish 'racial superiority' in its own account. But these values are values that one must have when one is an infiltrator to a native nation, and therefore, the application of these values is inherently jewish.

So we went from a normal and natural form of racism, that wasn't based on mere hatred, but more on natural perception, into a strange "Racist" relationship of mutual exploitation for "Gains" by following the jewish paradigm. The jewish paradigm maintains that all other races are inferiors and suck, and that because that they suck, and therefore jews have a "Right" to intervene into them, enslave them, and exploit them, an action which unavoidably ends in the greatest problems of race mixing. In the jewish form of racism, when the "goyim" are used to death, they are then slain. Communism attest to this very end, also, as it's a jewish mentality applied on the world.

The Aryan perception on the subject is a different perception. One may believe in a ranking of beings in nature, but from this ranking there does not arise a reason to exploit, enslave, and destroy. Our case ends with development and life, and not pointless blood and death where it's not necessary. Expansion and power do not have to mean bloodshed and parasitism, but fundamental order.

You won't see in modern Israel many "Enslaved" foreigners, and the case of this is simply because they understand where this situation is going to lead sometime down the road. The "Oppressed" are going to revolt, and with jewish help, they will fight a war of annihilation with those that the jews tell them were their "oppressors". And the jew will be the sole beneficiary out of all this. Even the poor Palestinians, who were living in an enslaved way in Israel, the jews made sure to gradually remove from their midst.

Great Britain is paying today for the price of its jewish colonies, with which it had to pay jewish debt, and some old ladies who wanted their tea to be brought by the "Coolie colored class". Now, a few decades later, the so called "Coolie Colored Class" aside jews, has a supreme power in Britain, rapidly displacing the local population at super speed. This is normal and to be expected because Israeli's brand of "Racism", based on expansion, exploitation of where one expands, and serfdom, always has this boomerang effect later on.

Clearly the above isn't solely like this, as when a more advanced civilization expands to a less advanced, there are also benefits that come in for both parties. This is why people choose to migrate in many cases. Regardless, with the jew in
the middle, and said "Appreciation" or logical understanding, goes out of the window.

Now, jews tell all the other people except Whites on earth, how "If White people die, you will be free, and very living in heaven goyim, because they are your oppressor!", practising the same method of the carrot to get these other Gentiles to slay White people for short term benefit.

Of course, after this is said and done, everyone will be rallied with the yoke in globalist slave state, which has already emerged out of China, and exists in the world to be see. The globalist jewshystopia is a real thing, and it is coming. In the end everyone is dead and enslaved and all animals will bleed to death.

For those who now are also the beloved of jews, and the "Minority groups" in the West, there is also going to come a reckoning in the future, potential civil wars, and endless hatred, and the pendulum will keep swinging back and forth until everyone is destroyed. The ultimate aim of this is the downfall of our present advanced civilization and devolving us to primates, or a strange globalist jewish tech-based dystopia. Either way, the jews will be fairly pleased.

The jews meanwhile will improve their influence and power, all while corrupting their enemies and making profits out of them. One would clearly understand now why jews don't tolerate any "Foreigners" to Israel, even if they so called sell the "You'll be richer goyim" lies in Western Nations. This is because it doesn't matter if you get richer, which you won't, so long you die displaced within your own Nation. That is vanity.

The jews are experts in tipping the balance into the cage, which we can parallel with civilization after they rule it. By not feeding animals [instating poverty-based systems] and by agitation such as propaganda, by systematic induction to stupidity [Christianity, Islam etc], systematically, the jews took over White civilizations and now we are on the last stage of this, the ultimate opening of the floodgates to kill one of their ancient enemies.

Needless to say, Hitler was an actual genius and he understood all of this, and therefore, he did not engage in any of the above. He did not form "Colonies", he did not enslave other races, he did not go by the dictates of the "American Style Racism", and he did not spend his time slandering other races or demeaning other people, but forming sensible ties.

Hitler was loved by the whole world, all the spiritually aware people of the time viewed him in the greatest favor, and he did not waste his time attacking people verbally, but restoring a National, Racial, and the hardest war, a Spiritual
example of what all lifeforms that want to advance should follow. This emulation would save both his own people and mankind, and not pointing fingers and attacking others.

Many bankrupt Nations like Hitler, to "Rebuild", they are advised to bring in foreign labor, enslave people, or use others for work force. Hitler denied all these ideas as they are inherently jewish ideals which accept jewish superiority in the moral and financial system. You do not need any slaves to do your work. Our people can build for our people, was his idea. Therefore, he solved all the unemployment in Germany and gave everyone a decent life. No slaves needed. Just Aryan creativity and natural common sense.

Hitler achieved in a few years what "American Style Racism" didn't achieve in 200 years, that is, to free his people from Jewish oppression as an example for all our people to follow. The clever people of the time also tried to understand and emulate Him. This is how one attains the saving of one's people. Not by pointing fingers and getting on your knees every sunday to give penances to the jews, while pretending one is an "Anti-Semite" by carrying the bible on both hands and kissing it.

In the same level of genius did Rockwell, a proper National Socialist of his time, act. Due to tremendous success which made him liked and respected by all people, and extremely effective in solving the greater imbalance in the United States, the enemy resorted to assassinate him. Rockwell was also antithetical and avoided the carcass of xianity all-together, also.

The enemy is not worried when Gentiles hate one another in the exact ways the jews told them to hate one another for maximum jewish profit. They aren't afraid when people do not question Rabbi Jesus, and act exactly as stupid cattle are supposed to act, fighting inside a cage. They really get concerned when Gentiles get their shit together.

As it should be clearly observed the Rhino and the Tiger had greater chances to solve this issue by them staging some deliberate coup, and breaking out of the cage, rather than fighting like idiots within the cage. But these poor animals don't have reason enough to understand this, yet we can reason this one out.

The meaning to understand is not whether or not a Rhino or a Tiger is better or supposed to win, or who is the higher and who the lower. That is a different subject. What is important to understand is that BOTH need to work together to get out of the cage, and back to their natural habitat. From there on, we aren't animals, and senseless wars and jewish aggression will cease, most of it already generated by cage-like conditions.
Fundamentally we don't have a lot of things to divide in this case between our selves, we have commonalities in our beginning and after that, a different destiny, and fate would have it different weren't for the enemy, for everyone included. The situation of many forced issues that cause our energy to be wasted in common hate is still central to the enemy's existence at the rear end of it.

If the enemy is defeated, this imbalanced situation will come to pass, at least for the most part. Things won't be perfect, but things will get gradually better and better. Problems emerging onward will be easier to solve, also. This is why the major importance right now is not to find better confinement, but use our mind, given from the Gods and common to people, to displace the enemy before it is too late.

Use the winning examples, don't use the failing examples.
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